
MARTIN ARTISAN GUILD EXHIBIT WELL WORTH SEEING 
 
By Alice Laputka 
 
The first exhibition of selected members of the Martin Artisans Guild is currently on display in 
the Palm Room at Harbor Bay Plaza, 3766 SE Ocean Blvd in Sewall’s Point until the end of 
November. Upon walking into the exhibition space you immediate realize that this is a 
professional installation of art work. The placement of each piece is well thought out, and each 
unique work of art compliments nearby pieces. 
 
This exhibition clearly shows that art can be more than just pretty objects used to decorate our 
homes and offices. Five of the exhibiting artists remind us to appreciate the natural world which 
we are slowly destroying. The sixth artist shows us how to express our strongest emotions in a 
healthy way through artistic expression. 
 
The quality of work also speaks highly of the professionalism and artistic strengths of each of 
these guild members. The six area artists selected for the show this month are Carol Kepp, 
Lorrie Goss, Jane Baldridge, Mia Lindberg, Helen Kagan and Amber Moran. 
 
Carol Kepp’s realistic oil paintings are skillfully composed and painted. Her seascapes, flowers 
and birds are controlled, yet painterly; strong yet delicate. Her lights and darks and hard and 
soft edges are masterfully handled.  
 
Lorrie Goss delights the viewer with her playful ceramic fountains and decorative plates. She 
utilizes Florida subject matter such as fish, waterlilies, seahorses, turtles and birds in a fun, 
light-hearted manner, carefully designing her pieces and applying color creatively.  
Jane Baldridge’s well composed, large water-based media paintings explode with energy and 
vitality. Her abstract pieces have a sense of ocean waves and flowing water, and, more 
importantly, express the power of water.  Her experimental work has wonderful colors and 
textures that are fascinating to see. 
 
Mia Lindberg’s sophisticated sculptures and vessels have a very contemporary, elegant feeling. 
Most reference the sea in delightful, beautiful ways. Her elegant pieces which utilize porcelain 
and sometimes steel or natural sea elements are bright stars in a star studded show. 
 
Helen Kagan paints bold, free, vibrant, colorful canvases. Their energetic handling give one a 
sense of deeply felt emotions that have been expressed in paint. Her handling of the acrylic 
paint is loose and painterly. 
 
Amber Moran’s watercolor and ink paintings display her energy and expertise. Many of her 
painting are uniquely framed with her paintings continued onto the mats. Her well controlled 
color choices, loose application, variety of textures and Florida subject matter are a delight to 



the eye. She has also experimented with cut outs that work well and add even more interest to 
some of her work. 
 
All six artists are working at a professional level and the exhibition is well worth seeing. It is 
open from Wednesday through Saturday from noon to 7 pm until the end of November.  


